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A methodology is presented to design and assess basic operational aspects of hypersonic 
airliners. Initially, a database of global airline ticket sales is used to identify promising 
origin-destination pairings for hypersonic transportation. The encountered demand is 
pooled to be served by so-called Stratoports that are strategically spread all over the globe. 
To connect the Stratoports, overwater flight routes are designed with the help of mission 
simulation and sonic boom carpet computation in order to prevent the boom from making 
landfall. This work was done in the context of the European Union project STRATOFLY. 
I. Introduction 
 
STRATOFLY deals with designing an airliner that has a cruise speed of Mach 8, up to 300 seats, and antipodal 
range. Whereas most of the work focuses on technical aircraft design, we draft probable scenarios of airline 
networks with the help of operational, economic, and technical data. 
 
 
Figure 1: LAPCAT MR2.4, the aircraft design basis for STRATOFLY 
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II. Work description 
 
For the final paper, we will do the following work steps: 
 
1) Assessment of the global market for airliner tickets (particularly Business and First Class), drawn from 
a commercial database; extrapolation of passenger numbers to an assumed date for an established 
airline service (e.g. 2050); pooling of passenger numbers to adjacent (currently 17) Stratoports, located 
on the coast or offshore 
 
 
Figure 2: Advanced demand analysis 
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2) Design of flight routes: 
 Flight path drafting in Google Earth 
 Mission trajectory simulation with proprietary tool Trajectory Calculation Module (TCM), 
using flight performance data (aero and engine maps, masses, etc.) 
 Sonic boom carpet calculation for the computed trajectories, using a proprietary code and 
taking into account real atmospheres including winds 
 Adaptation of flight paths, taking into account boom carpets, shores, islands, and settlements 
 
 
Figure 3: Sonic boom carpets for flight from Eastern Australia to U.S. West Coast 
 
3) Assessment on the total addressable market, taking into account: 
 Expected passenger demand 
 Realized time savings 
 Parameters of hypothetical airline operations 
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